
Trucks by country

Generic/Vanilla:
1900 Wood Electric Truck by viajerosaltren, an alternative to the horse drawn waggons.
Horse courier by wohlstandskind, a smaller but faster alternative to the horse drawn waggons.
40 Tonner Repaint-Pack by Kreios, a pack of ten new variations of the vanilla 40-tonner.
Truck Mania by DasMatze, a truck pack containing more realistic alternatives to modern vanilla trucks.
Cola Christmas Truck by TrainRAT, a Coca-Cola repaint of the vanilla 40-tonner.
Fictional repaints of the Magirus Deutz made by Grimes by Cadoras, a pack of four repaints of Grimes´s
Pluto truck.

Germany/GDR:
Magirus Deutz Pluto by Grimes, four variations of the German truck built in the early 1960s.
Open Opel Blitz by Jey_Bee, nine variations of the Opel Blitz.
Fictional repaints of the Magirus Deutz made by Grimes by Cadoras, Benthien Transporte repaint of
Grimes´s Pluto truck.
Wartime Trucks by CelsiuZ, a Wehrmacht and GDR repaint pack based on the vanilla truck.
Opel Blitz 4 Retextures by SwissCH, a modded pack of four variations of the Opel Blitz truck.

Hungary:
Hungarian Truck Pack by Szabo91, three Hungarian repaints of the vanilla 40-tonner.

The Netherlands:
Fictional repaints of the Magirus Deutz made by Grimes by Cadoras, W. van Maanen Transport repaint of
Grimes´s Pluto truck.

Russia/USSR:
Wartime Trucks by CelsiuZ, a USSR repaint based on the vanilla Opel Blitz truck.

Spain:
Sava (Pegaso) J4 by viajerosaltren, a spanish van.
Nissan Cabstar by Viajerosaltren, a popular truck mainly used for intracity transportation.

Switzerland:
Swiss Truck Pack 1 by TrainRAT, a pack of eight swiss variations for the vanilla 40-tonner.

USA:
Wartime Trucks by CelsiuZ, an fictional US repaint based on the vanilla Opel Blitz truck.
Peterbilt 379 by Rapke, an american alternative to the 40-tonner.
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